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The principal scientific objective of the proposed drilling is to acquire data bearing on and testing the following
key hypotheses:

Hypothesis #1: Systematic, progressive material and state changes control the onset of seismogenic
behavior and locking of subduction thrusts.

Hypothesis #2: Subduction zone megathrusts are weak faults; i.e., they slip under conditions of low
resolved shear stress.

Hypothesis #3: Within the seismogenic zone, relative plate motion is primarily accommodated by coseismic,
frictional slip.

Hypothesis #4: Physical properties, chemistry and state of the fault zone change with time throughout the
earthquake cycle (interseismic and coseismic).

Testing of these hypotheses will be accomplished through the drilling of a transect including one or more non-
riser trench reference sites, one or more non-riser sites into the shallow decollement or splay thrust faults, and one
riser site to ~5 km sub-seafloor across the active plate boundary. Observations brought to bear on the hypotheses
will include core, log, and seismological information, and long-term borehole observatory data.
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Introduction

Subduction zone earthquakes account for ~90% of global seismic moment release, producing

devastating earthquakes and tsunamis near heavily populated coastal areas. Significant progress

in understanding earthquake rupture propagation has been achieved in the last decade through

instrumentation, laboratory experiment, and theory. However, the factors controlling stable vs.

unstable slip on faults remain poorly understood, impairing our ability to evaluate those

earthquake and tsunami hazards. Our understanding of the mechanics and dynamics of plate

boundary faulting is limited in particular by a lack of information on ambient conditions and

mechanical properties of these faults at depth. A major present goal in earthquake mechanics

research is thus direct in situ sampling and instrumentation by drilling into the seismogenic zone

of an active plate boundary fault system. Subduction megathrust systems present clear

advantages in the analysis of seismogenesis because they are shallowly dipping, amenable to

imaging and drilling, and can be sampled in multiple locations from the incoming plate to depths

where earthquakes occur, in order to document evolution of fault properties.

The IODP Initial Science Plan states (pg. 68): “As one of its inaugural activities, IODP will

drill through a seismogenic fault zone to characterize the composition, deformation

microstructures and physical properties of the rocks at in situ conditions.” In documents

produced through the ODP/IODP planning process (CONCORD, COMPLEX, and the

Seismogenic Zone DPG; Hyndman, 1999), and the MARGINS Seismogenic Zone Initiative

[MARGINS, 1999], the rationale for this objective has been exhaustively laid out; we do not

further justify it here. Rather, we focus on the reasons to carry it out at the Nankai Trough,

present specific hypotheses and objectives, and outline an integrated program plan of non-riser

and riser drilling designed to investigate the aseismic to seismic transition of the megathrust

system. We show several candidate sites demonstrating that the objectives are achievable within

the designed operational limits of the riser ship, but emphasize that specific sites for drilling will

not be selected until further site survey data collection and analysis is complete.

Why the Nankai Trough?

The Nankai Trough region is among the best-studied subduction zones in the world. It has

become a focus for investigation of the seismogenic zone because it has a 1300-year historical

record of recurring great earthquakes (Mw ~8.0), typically tsunamigenic [MARGINS, 1999],

including the 1944 Tonankai (Mw=8.2) and 1946 Nankaido earthquakes [Ando, 1975; Fig. 1].
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With great earthquakes recurring at ~120 year intervals, Nankai contrasts with the other SEIZE

focus area in Central America, which is characterized by smaller though more frequent

earthquakes [Protti et al., 1994].  Recent onland geodetic studies suggest that the plate boundary

thrust here is strongly locked [Miyazaki and Heki, 2001]; similarly, the relatively low level of

microseismicity near the updip limits of the 1946 earthquake [Obana et al., 2001] implies

significant interseismic strain accumulation on the megathrust.

Figure 1. Location map of
Nankai margin, illustrating
the coseismic slip areas of
the 1944 and 1946
earthquakes. Areas marked
in black represent locations
with ≤2.5 km water depth
and ≤6 km sub-bottom
depth to the plate interface.
Areas under consideration
for proposed drilling
include the Cape Muroto,
Kii Peninsula, and Tokai
regions.

Nankai is an analog for other sediment-rich subduction zones such as Cascadia or the Eastern

Aleutian Trench, that also have generated great earthquakes. Unlike those examples, Nankai has

relatively shallow water depths and a plate boundary thrust located within the designed drilling

capabilities of the riser vessel. Seismic imaging of the décollement zone and accretionary prism

in multiple survey areas is excellent, providing clearly-defined targets for deep drilling (Figs. 2

& 3). Much background information is available from decades of drilling and regional

geophysical/geological studies. A relatively high thermal gradient places many diagenetic-

metamorphic reactions, implicated in the onset of seismogenesis, within the riser hole depth

range. On-land analogs of the seismogenic zone rocks are exposed in the nearby Shimanto

complex [Taira et al., 1988], accreted under conditions similar to those extant offshore today.

Thrusts splaying from the main décollement through the prism to the surface are commonly

imaged, and have been identified as participating in co-seismic tsunami generation (Fig. 2).
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These splays offer additional potentially seismogenic target fault zones drillable at the same site

as the main plate interface.

For all of these reasons, the Nankai Trough region presents the best confluence anywhere in

the world of seismogenic history and characteristics, imaging of multiple clearly-defined targets,

pre-existing data, and feasibility of drilling.

Scientific Hypotheses and Questions

The drilling plan proposed here is framed around a set of specific hypotheses, derived from

major outstanding questions in fault mechanics and earthquake physics through the criterion of

being realistic to address by drilling. It will provide data bearing on each hypothesis and,

whatever the results, will undoubtedly contribute a large step forward in fault zone studies.

Hypothesis #1: Systematic, progressive material and state changes control the onset of

seismogenic behavior and locking of subduction thrusts.

Several possible mechanisms controlling the onset of slip instability (and thus seismic

behavior) have been proposed, particularly: (a) thermally-controlled diagenetic and metamorphic

changes in fault composition, such as clay transformations, deposition of cementing phases,

and/or onset of pressure solution; and/or (b) increasing effective stress mediated by declining

fluid overpressure. Drilling of the fault and emplacement of borehole instrumentation near the

up-dip limit of seismogenic behavior (as variously defined by microseismicity, co-seismic slip,

and geodetic strain) will constrain state variables (stress, pore pressure, temperature) and

document parameters such as mineral composition, fault architecture, strain rate and

microseismic activity. For example, if cementing mineral phases have healed and locked the

fault zone, it will be apparent in the nature of the fault rock as determined by cores and/or logs.

Hypothesis #2: Subduction zone megathrusts are weak faults; i.e., they slip under conditions

of low resolved shear stress.

While controversial, diverse mounting evidence from plate boundary faults in all tectonic

settings suggests they are weak, both relative to the surrounding rock volumes, and in an

absolute sense based on theoretical and laboratory-based understanding of friction-controlled

brittle failure (e.g., Hickman, 1991). Perhaps the strongest case in this regard can be made for

low-angle subduction thrusting. Potential causes of this apparent weakness include: (a)

intrinsically weak materials present in the fault zone, (b) elevated fluid pressure resulting in low
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effective stress conditions, and/or (c) dynamic weakness generated during rapid slip events.

Sampling of the fault materials and in situ measurement of state variables will address this

hypothesis.

Hypothesis #3: Within the seismogenic zone, relative plate motion is primarily accommodated

by coseismic, frictional slip.

This hypothesis implies that the plate boundary fault within the seismogenic zone is locked, as

implied by GPS observations (Miyazaki and Heki, 2001), and little strain is accommodated

elsewhere. Material sampling on and off the fault will reveal deformation recorded in the rocks,

while monitoring and laboratory experiments will document present conditions such as strain

rate, allowing us to test consistency between the two. Furthermore, drilling of one or more splay

faults will help constrain how much interplate motion is accommodated by aseismic or seismic

slip on such faults, with implications for strain accumulation on the megathrust.

Hypothesis #4: Physical properties, chemistry, and state of the fault zone change with time

throughout the earthquake cycle (interseismic and coseismic).

Many temporal changes, related to the earthquake cycle, in measurable properties (fluid

pressure, stress, temperature, fluid chemistry, seismic velocity, permeability, etc.) have been

proposed. If real, these changes and the time scales over which they occur will be addressed by

the long-term monitoring component of the proposed drilling. Instrumentation now will provide

a platform for observation for decades to come.

Key Observations and Technology

The critical in situ data and approaches which will test the above hypotheses include:

• Fault zone composition and architecture

• Fluid pressure

• Stress state

• Temperature

• Fluid chemistry

• Permeability

• Borehole strain measurements

• Microseismicity

• Seismic velocities (vp and vs)

• Experimental studies and modeling

• Theoretical studies

• Reference site observations (inputs)

We envision a combination of observations made during drilling (LWD/MWD, core- and

cuttings-based, and downhole measurements such as temperature, pressure, and stress), and

measurements made over the long term in the borehole observatory (fluid pressure, strain,
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microseismicity, etc.) will be applied to address the hypotheses. Information from non-riser

drilling sites will be critical toward answering some of these questions. Associated experimental

and theoretical efforts (e.g., laboratory friction experiments, hydrological, thermal, and

mechanical modeling, and reaction kinetics experiments) will be an important component of

hypothesis testing constrained by drilling results.

We anticipate a very detailed planning process to coordinate all of these operational goals,

including development of new technology. Successful achievement of our scientific goals will

require a comprehensive suite of cutting-edge drilling and borehole instrumentation

technologies, planned in detail by an expert team, with substantial industry input. Long-term

monitoring will be designed to address potential temporal changes during inter-, pre-, co-, and

post-seismic phases, and will include as many of the following approaches as are mutually

compatible in the boreholes: temperature, fluid pressure, stress, electromagnetic properties,

seismometry, tilt/strain, and  fluid chemistry.

Proposed Program and Site Selection Criteria

In this preliminary stage, we have three regions under consideration as candidate locations for

an IODP transect (Fig. 1). All three areas share the general Nankai advantages described above,

but exhibit various specific characteristics useful to address our objectives. Geophysical surveys

and potential site characterization are ongoing, and final transect selection will be based on the

best available data when a decision point is reached.

A basic constraint is that a deep site must be chosen which both fulfills the scientific

objectives and is within the operational capability of the riser ship, currently planned to be 2.5

km water depth (riser length limit) and 10 km total drill string length. Drilling time estimates

increase exponentially as a function of total depth drilled, so it will be important to minimize the

sub-bottom depth needed to reach the subduction interface (Hyndman, 1999). Black filled areas

in Fig. 1 represent locations where the water depth is ≤2.5 km, and seismic data indicate the

downgoing plate can be reached in ≤6 km below seafloor (bsf).

 The chosen riser site must be part of a transect including non-riser sites to place the deep hole

in its regional context and to test models for downdip evolution of material properties of

sediments and basement. The sedimentary and thermal regimes of the subducting Shikoku Basin

section change considerably across the strike of the Nankai deformation front, as does basement

structure (Moore et al., 2001), potentially influencing seismic segmentation of the plate
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boundary, so it will be important to drill local reference sites. We also propose one or more non-

riser prism sites to access an imaged splay fault at 1-2 km bsf. Such a site will permit

comparison between faults at differing P-T-stress conditions, potentially access fluids derived

from the seismogenic zone, and provide valuable experience in drilling conditions in the interior

of the prism, prior to riser drilling. We anticipate that this program requires about one ODP-

length leg of non-riser drilling.

Figure 2. A depth migrated MCS profile (top) of line TK-4 across the central Nankai Trough off east Kii
Peninsula and (bottom) its line-drawing interpretation. Location of this line is shown in Fig. 1. The 1944
Nankai coseismic slip was estimated from tsunami waveforms inversion [Tanioka and Satake, 2001a].
Possible riser and non-riser sites are shown.

Kii Peninsula Transect

One candidate location for the proposed transect is east of the Kii Peninsula (Fig. 1). Crustal

structure is well imaged at potential riser and non-riser sites on this transect (Fig. 2), including

the top of the downgoing oceanic crust and internal structure in the accretionary prism. The

bottom-simulating reflector (BSR) -derived thermal gradient predicts temperature on the top of

the oceanic basement under the outer ridge to be approximately 180-200˚ [Park, unpub. data],
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greater than the 150˚ threshold recently hypothesized as the onset of stick-slip, seismogenic

behavior [Hyndman et al., 1995].

A high-amplitude reflector interpreted as an active thrust fault splays upward from the master

slip plane of the megathrust to the surface. This splay fault is observed on four MCS profiles east

of Kii Peninsula, and a seafloor scarp of this splay is continuously recognized along strike in

swath-bathymetric data over the entire central Nankai Trough margin. Tsunami waveform

inversion [Tanioka and Satake, 2001a] indicates that the forearc basin, including the outer ridge,

was entirely within the coseismic slip area of the 1944 earthquake in this location, suggesting

there was surface displacement of the splay fault.

The plate interface can be reached at ~6 km bsf in ~2 km water depth. A riser site here would

also penetrate the splay fault reflector at 4-5 km bsf, where it is likely to be at a temperature of

≥150˚, permitting penetration of two thrust faults under different P-T-stress conditions, both

within the hypothesized seismogenic window. A further non-riser site located up-dip to penetrate

this splay will provide a non-seismogenic zone sampling point, and likely will tap fluids sourced

in the megathrust system, revealing thermal and geochemical fingerprints of processes at depth.

Non-riser sites located both seaward and landward of the deformation front near the prism toe

would define the poorly known solid, fluid, and thermal inputs to the seismogenic zone off Kii.

Cape Muroto Transect

3D seismic imaging (Fig. 3) of the Muroto region off Shikoku reveals structure from the

trench 60 km down-dip, into regions of the megathrust thrust shown to be seismically active

(Obana et al., 2001). The décollement is imaged continuously within the lower Shikoku sequence

~300m above basement, to a depth of ~7 km. Like Kii, probable splay fault reflectors are

imaged. Potential drilling targets are within the coseismic slip zone of the 1946 earthquake

(Tanioka and Satake, 2001b).This transect has the advantage that inputs to the megathrust system

are well-documented, and that seismic interpretation suggests that the physical properties of the

décollement evolve progressively within the single lithology of the lower Shikoku section. The

Muroto transect is in an area of especially high heat flow, placing thermally-controlled

boundaries at shallow, accessible depths (Moore et al., 2001). Muroto candidate riser sites would

involve drilling to only ≤5 km bsf to reach the plate interface (Fig. 3). A non-riser site could also

access the splay fault at lower P-T conditions. Reference and up-dip décollement sites already

exist at ODP Sites 808, 1173–1176, and 1178.
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Figure 3. Depth-converted time migration section extracted from the Muroto transect 3-D reflection data.
The potential riser site is chosen to cross the BSR and splay fault, and reach the plate interface reflection at
~7 km total depth (~5 km below sea floor).

Tokai Transect

The Tokai area has a wide forearc basin domain and relatively small active accretionary

wedge, and is strongly affected by the subduction of basement ridges, causing uplift of the

forearc basin by a dominantly compressive fault system [Le Pichon et al., 1996]. The prism in

this area has been intensively studied with OBS surveys, 2-D and 3-D (acquired in 2000;

currently being processed) seismic reflection and submersible dives; however, the trench and

basin inputs are poorly known. A connection between the main active surface faults and the

subduction megathrust has been proposed [Mazzotti et al., in press], similar to imaged splay

faults in the other two regions. This fault segment did not rupture during the 1944/1946 events

and likely is later in the interseismic cycle than adjacent regions. The Tokai area therefore

presents an opportunity to drill at moderate depths to the plate interface through active splay

thrusts that may participate in a relatively near-term large seismic/tsunamigenic event.

Integrated Drilling Strategy

Successful achievement of these ambitious objectives at the Nankai Trough will require a

comprehensive, carefully-coordinated program to maximize the value of the culminating deep

borehole. We envision a series of specific milestones to be reached over the next ~6-7 years:
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1. Geophysical Site Characterization:  Although the Nankai Trough is among the world’s

most-intensively studied continental margins, further geophysical data are still required,

especially including 3D seismic off Kii, new wide-angle surveys to define the velocity structure

for accuracy in depth imaging and earthquake location, and additional heat flow data.

2. Non-Riser Reference and Up-Dip Sites:  Several non-riser reference sites in the incoming

Shikoku Basin section and décollement toe should be drilled early in the IODP program. Such

sites have been drilled to date only off Shikoku. We further propose one non-riser splay fault

site to a depth of 1-2 km. This will require about one ODP-length leg of non-riser drilling.

3. Non-Riser 1 to 1.5 km Hole(s) at Candidate Site(s):  To characterize the drilling

environment at the final candidate site(s) for riser drilling, it will be necessary to drill one or

more pilot holes in non-riser mode, albeit perhaps using the riser ship (Hyndman, 1999).

4. Riser Stage 1: Penetration to Splay Fault:  The first riser drilling objective will be to

complete drilling and downhole observations to the depth of the splay fault at ~3-5 km bsf. This

in itself will access an active prism thrust fault at never-before-sampled P-T conditions, test

models for tsunamigenic slip, and will develop experience with riser drilling operations before

extending operations down to the main plate boundary fault.

5. Riser Stage 2: Drill to Décollement with LWD/MWD and Coring:  After stage 1, drilling

operations will be extended to depth across the principal plate boundary objective using

LWD/MWD technology supported by coring as possible. Penetration and geophysical/material

sampling across the main plate boundary would constitute an unprecedented achievement.

6. Riser Stage 3: Install Deep Borehole Observatory:  The final and most ambitious portion of

the program plan will be installation of the borehole observatory into the plate boundary hole.

This will require extensive completion operations and installation of the instrumentation

detailed above for long-term monitoring and active testing of in situ conditions. It may include

multiple kick-off holes crossing the fault.
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